Attenuation Correction Based on Linear Scaling Factors
The attenuation of X-rays with incident intensity I 0 by a material of thickness x is described by the Beer-Lambert law (S1),
where µ is the energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficient of the material. If the attenuation is dominated by the embedding material, the attenuation of exciting and emitting photons at the center of rotation remains approximately constant throughout all projections, and the corresponding scaling factor f can be expressed as
where l is the mean attenuation pathlength, and µ ex and µ em are the linear attenuation coefficients of the material at the corresponding excitation and emission energies, respectively. Because the attenuation coefficients of Lowicryl for excitation and emission in the 5-10 keV range are relatively small, we reasoned that a simple linear attenuation correction might still provide reasonable estimates of the elemental concentrations in the reconstructed volumetric model, albeit with some deviations across the xz-plane as illustrated with Fig. S4 .
The actual elemental concentration c 0 can be expressed by equation (S3)
where c us denotes the reconstructed elemental concentrations derived from projections that were calibrated based on the upstream ion chamber photon flux. Because the downstream ion chamber calibration can compensate for some of the attenuation differences within a projection, we estimated the actual concentrations c 0 based on the downstream-calibrated concentrations c ds . For this purpose, we combined equation (S3) 
The corresponding attenuation coefficients of Lowicryl were determined based on the NIST values for polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA, density 1.18 g/cm 3 ) using the software WinXCOM, [3] [4] [5] and the pathlength l was derived based on equation (1) 
